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You mostly coincided with:

Ester

in Padova

So far in 2009, Dopplr has alerted its users to almost a

third of a million coincidences. We couldn't find many

coincidences for you so far in 2009. This might change

later in the year if you share your travel plans with more

people you trust. Did you know you can easily connect

with people you know on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,

and Flickr (amongst others)?
Go to http://dplr.it/invite to get started.

Roberto

in Venice

So far in 2009, Dopplr has alerted its users to almost a

third of a million coincidences. We couldn't find many

coincidences for you so far in 2009. This might change

later in the year if you share your travel plans with more

people you trust. Did you know you can easily connect

with people you know on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,

and Flickr (amongst others)?
Go to http://dplr.it/invite to get started.

You took 5 trips, which added up to

4,382 km or 1% of the distance to the

moon.

You spent

166 15
You have 14 travellers in your network. They travelled a

total of 138,799 km. In 2008, everyone on Dopplr

travelled a total of 1331.4 million km or 8.9 AU: the

approximate distance to Saturn from the Earth as of

January 2009.

Your personal velocity so far this year was

0.67 km/h, which is about the same as a

giant tortoise.

The 5 most popular cities in your network are Rome,

Milan, Cava de' Tirreni, Bari and Matera.

The furthest distance you travelled was to Athens

(1,053 km from Rome), which is the 62nd most popular

city on Dopplr. The shortest distance you travelled was

to Nürnberg (150 km from Munich), which is the 120th

most popular city on Dopplr.

You spent the longest in Venice. Your carbon for the first half of 2009

586 kg CO2
Based on figures from Fueleconomy.gov, 1 x Hummer

H3 4WD truck produces nearly 10 metric tonnes of

CO2 a year. The visualisation above uses this figure to

illustrate your carbon from Dopplr as calculated by our

friends at http://amee.cc and is an approximation only.

The city images above sourced from Flickr and are used under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence: BMW - Welt by digital cat _, Gegenring am schoenen Brunnen by Marcus Meissner, Frankfurt am Main Flughafen Fernbahnhof by warrenski, untitled by procsilas

and acropole by benjamin_mercadier.


